ESA/Hubble outlook

- Full complement of ESA/Hubble (13) people at STScI/ESA
  - Currently filling 2 ESA/AURA vacancies
- ESA/Hubble budget confirmed until December 2020
- ESA/Hubble Outreach contract extended to 2020
- Hubble mirror archive @ESAC synchronization complete
- NASA/ESA MOU to expire December 2019 – to be renewed
ESA/Hubble Mission Extension (Senior Review)

Goals:
- Confirmation of budget 2019-2020
- Extension - creation of a new budget line 2021 – 2022

1. MEOR June 5-6, 2018: presented spacecraft status and outlook, payload status and outlook, status, performance, outlook and maintainability of the ESA component of the SOC.
2. Full proposal, submitted in August 2013
3. Presentation to the ESA Astronomy Working Group (October 2018)
4. AWG, SSAC deliberations – positive!
5. Final approval: Science Programme Committee – end of November
our place in SPACE
Venice - 30.000 visitors
Chiavenna – 10.000
ESO Supernova – 30.000
Vienna NHM – 100.000
Our Place in Space has expanded beyond Europe
- Bogota’, Colombia, opening November 14
- Las Cruces, New Mexico, April 2019

Exploring bringing Our Place In Space to:
- Lyon
- Bern

http://spacetelescope.org/projects/ourplaceinspace/
Thank you!